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Brothers will battle to bloody end,
and sisters’ sons their sib betray;

woe’s in the world, much wantoness;
axe-age, sword age - sundered are shields -
wind age, wolf age, ere the world crumbles;

will the spear of no man spare the other.

-Völuspá



Welcome to the 
End of the World

The earth is painted in blood. The seas are tinted black with oil. 
Civilization is in ruins. Tribes and cults of unholy madmen fight 
for what is left. The storytellers say that mankind forced Jörmun-
gandr to let loose his tail and drown them in its own filth, kick-
starting Ragnarök early. Suicide. 

The ancients drilled and drilled, searching for more oil to fuel 
their machines of desolation. The blackest of all magick. They 
pumped it out of the ground to fuel their machines of war, burn-
ing and polluting the planet. Rivers carried their chemicals and 
plastics to the oceans, laying waste without mercy.

Cities collapsed into sinkholes and tidal waves swallowed 
entire countries. After the fall, oil endlessly poured into the seas 
from the ocean floors below offshore rigs. 

Warlords rule the world from their towering SkyRapers, com-
pounds, and caravans of doom. Their children ready to give their 
lives for whatever cause. They know nothing of compassion, and 
their contempt for the weak is only rivaled by their hate for each other. 
They lead armies from their prized warigs, crawling across the land like 
plagues upon The Waste. They seek out whatever life they can find and 
drag back anything they don’t kill.

Tribes with unquenchable thirst for petrol, resources, and power clash 
wherever they meet. The land trembles with battalions of murdercycles 
and chariots of steel. Swords and axes split skulls as machine guns provide 
covering fire. The plains are covered in clouds of dust from caravans along 
trade routes. Raiders scavenge and take what they can from those too weak 
to defend themselves.

Only death silences the cries for mercy. The Waste claims every soul as 
its own. There are few sanctuaries that offer refuge from the carnage. Small 



villages lay hidden in dark caverns and unexplored valleys. Walled citadels 
offer security in exchange for slavery. Remnants of the last age tempt those 
seeking glory into their depths. The storytellers claim these dungeons, 
tombs, and temples of steel and glass, brick and mortar hold the key to our 
salvation.

There was an Axe Age, a Sword Age, a Wind Age, and a Wolf Age. Now 
there is only this Dark Age. This Armageddon. This Twilight of the Gods.

These are the final days of the Kali Yuga.



Character Creation
1. Roll Abilities

2. Calculate Operate, Repair, Saving Throw, 
Ability Score Modifiers, and Movement

3. Select Class
4. Roll Health

5. Allocate Equipment, Weapon Stats, and Armor Class
6. Fuck Off And Die

Abilities
Abilities are generated by rolling 3d6. Roll in the order they are listed 

below. The Ability Score determines the modifier used when rolling any 
task. Any Ability Score roll lower than 7 should be rerolled unless your 
game runner is being a dickhead.

Power is a characters physical strength. Melee, climbing, and grappling 
checks, among others, use the Power Modifier.

Finesse is the ability to balance, use tools, sneak, and fight with ranged 
weapons.

Fitness is the overall toughness and health a character has.
Intellect is a characters ability to gain and apply knowledge or skills. 

Reading, navigation, and survival skills fall under Intellect Checks.
Willpower is the will and judgment a character has. Any test relying on 

intuition, morale, or exercises in will fall under this ability.
Charm is how influential, socially perceptive, or charismatic a charac-

ter is. Players may use this score as a way to determine how attractive their 
character is.



Operate is the ability to operate, drive, and/or control technology, 
machinery, and vehicles. The score is calculated as the sum of your Finesse, 
Intellect and Willpower divided by three and rounded up to the nearest 
whole number.

Repair is the ability to not only repair damaged vehicles and items, it 
also dictates the character’s ability to craft items, pick locks, set traps, per-
form medical procedures, etc. It is the sum of your Dexterity and Intelli-
gence divided by two and rounded up to the nearest whole number.

Saving Throw is the ability to avoid a variety of effects. The Base Saving 
Throw Score is 9 and increases by 1 with each level gained. Saving Throws 
require the player to roll under their score in order to pass.

Ability Score Modifiers
7-8 -1

9-12 +0
13-15 +1
16-17 +2

18 +3

Movement
A player character’s Base Movement Rate is based on their Finesse 

Score (see chart below). Each character can move up to their base rate, or 
optionally choose to use the Run Action forfeiting any further actions that 
turn.

Finesse Score Movement Rate
7-8 30’
9-12 35’
13-15 40’
16-18 45’





Clerics
Priests, prophets, and cultists in service to deities or a set of beliefs are 

plentiful in the The Waste. Their faces are painted with ash and their fore-
heads are anointed with motor oil. Tattered books that held little value in 
the old world have become their grimoires. Some clerics are in the service 
of one or more of the so-called Gods of The Waste. It isn’t uncommon for a 
cleric to rise up from nowhere with a new religion, gathering followers and 
disciples in hopes to spread their message, often forcefully.

Requirements: Willpower 13; Intellect 9; Charm 13
Starting Equipment: Chain Mail Armor; Revolver with 1d4+1 rounds 

or Light Semi-Auto Pistol with 1d6+2 rounds; One-Handed Mace; Cultist 
or Doctrinaire Pack.

Traits: Starting HP 1d8+Fitness Modifier
Additional 1d8 HP per Level acquired
+1 to Charm Score with each Level acquired

Hunters
Hidden within their surroundings, hunters pick off their foes from long 

distances with rifles and traps. Using whatever means they can to blend in 
with their surroundings, they elude their pursuers and are able to act as 
recons. Hunters typically fight with ranged weapons, but are known to be 
capable of swift strikes and blows. Because of their skills in navigation and 
keen eyes, they do well as ranged support for warriors. Silent and astute, 
hunters are invaluable to any party.

Requirements: Finesse 13; Willpower 9; Intellect 9
Starting Equipment: Long Rifle with 2d6 rounds, Leather Armor; 

Light Semi-Auto Pistol with 2d4 rounds or Revolver with 1d4 rounds; 
Short Sword or Dagger; Choice of Prowler or Warrior Pack.

Traits: 
Starting HP 1d6+Fitness Modifier
Additional 1d8 HP per Level acquired
+1 to Finesse Score with each Level Acquired



Crawlers
Hidden in the shadows and within the ranks of unsuspecting wasters, 

crawlers can have a number of jobs other than burglary or pickpocketing. 
Assassinations, spying, disarming traps, and picking locks are their main 
callings. They are usually at a disadvantage in a toe to toe fight, but they are 
able to make up for this with stealth attacks and evasion.

Requirements: Finesse 13; Intellect 13
Starting Equipment: Leather Armor; One short sword and one dagger, 

or one dagger and Light Semi-Auto Pistol with 2d4+2 rounds, Garrot Wire, 
and Prowler’s Pack

Traits:
Starting HP 1d4+Fitness Modifier
Additional 1d4 HP per Level acquired
+1 to Finesse Score with each Level Acquired

Warriors
Warriors tend to be lunatics that were driven mad by The Waste 

through birthright or through the losses they have suffered. They were 
born and bred for battle. Warriors overcome the obstacles along their paths 
with violence. Whether they are fleeing loss and suffering buried in their 
past or in the service of a cause greater than themselves, they march for-
ward with weapons drawn announcing their intent with their war cries. 
Warriors will take the brunt of most battles and shrug off damage more 
than others.

Requirements: Power 13;  Finesse 13;  Fitness 13
Starting Equipment: Pump Shotgun with 2d8+2 rounds or Semi-Au-

tomatic Rifle with 1d10+2 rounds; Short Sword, Battle Axe, or One Hand-
ed Mace; Plated Armor; Warrior’s Pack.

Traits: 
Starting HP 1d10+Fitness Modifier
Additional 1d10 HP per Level acquired
+1 to Power Score with each Level Acquired



Wasters
The majority in The Waste are not powerful or gifted. Wasters are men 

and women who have learned to survive in environments where most have 
perished, but possess nothing that sets them apart from their peers. They 
are little more than scavengers and vagrants, but they aren’t without their 
merits. Wasters have risen to the occasion and are setting out to become 
something more.

Requirements: None

Starting Equipment: Survival Pack, Sawed-Off Shotgun with 1d4 
rounds or Lever Action Rifle with 1d6 rounds, One Handed Mace or Quar-
terstaff; No Armor.

Traits: 
Starting HP 1d4+Fitness Modifier
Additional 1d4 HP per Level acquired
+1 to Fitness Score with each Level Acquired



Equipment
Armor

None
10AC
Light 

Leather 11AC
Spiked Leather 12AC

Medium
Chain Mail 13AC

Reinforced Mail 14AC
Scavenged 13AC

Heavy
Plated 16AC

Scavenged 15AC
Shields

Small Shield +1 AC
Medium Shield +2 AC

Large Shield +3 AC
Breaching Shield +4 AC

Weapons of Mass Destruction
Blades

Dagger 1d6 5 SP
Knife 1d4 3 SP
Short Sword  1d8 10 SP
Long Sword  1d10 20 SP
Bastard Sword*  1d12 30 SP
Claymore*  1d12+4 40 SP
Zweihander*  1d12+6 50 SP



Bludgeons
Hatchet  1d4 4 SP
Wood Axe  1d6 5 SP
Battle Axe  1d8+2 15 SP
Great Axe*  1d12+2 25 SP
Morning Star*  1d10 25 SP
Mace  1d8 10 SP
Heavy Mace*  1d12 25 SP
Maul  1d6 4 SP
Mattock 1d8 10 SP
Hammer  1d4 5 SP
War Hammer*  1d8 15 SP

Flails
Peasant Flail  1d8 10 SP
Flail  1d10 15 SP
Two-Handed Flail* 1d12 25 SP

Miscellaneous
Club 1d6 5 SP
Walking Staff 1d4 4 SP
Quarterstaff 1d8 10 SP
Whip 1d6 10 SP
Scourge 1d8 15 SP
Sling 1d4 4 SP



Ranged**
Compound Bow * 50’ 1d12 30 SP
Composite Bow* 75’ 1d10+3 40 SP
Long Bow 40’ 1d10 20 SP
Short Bow 30’ 1d8 15 SP
Light Crossbow 25’ 1d8 15 SP
Heavy Crossbow* 35’ 1d12 35 SP
Hand Crossbow 15’ 1d6 10 SP
Spear 15’ 1d10 15 SP
Javelin 20’ 1d8 12 SP
Sling 40’ 1d4 2 SP
Arrows (20) 10 SP
Bolts (10) 10 SP

* Requires Strength Score of 13 to use.
** See Firearm rules for Ranged Weapons

Firearms
All firearms add applicable Ranged Weapon Modifiers to hit. Unless 

noted otherwise under the weapon’s Qualities, all firearms take 1 Full 
Round to reload. Rate of Fire (ROF) denotes how many times a gun may be 
fired per attack. Each additional shot fired after the first will add a -1 Mod-
ifier to Hit. For example, if you are firing multiple shots, the second shot 
will have a -1 modifier and the third will have a -2, the fourth will have -3 
and so on.

Each firearm has the ability to hit at up to three times its range, howev-
er a modifier of -2 is applied for all shots up to Range x2, and a modifier of 
-4 is applied to all shots fired up to Range x3. 

Shots fired at a target within 15’ gain a +2 Modifier to Hit.



Firearm Combat Actions
Blind Fire

Shots fired from behind cover without looking down range. -6 to hit 
and character gains benefits of staying within cover.

Readied Fire
The character prepares to fire within a 45° arc. When another character 

enters this area, their turn is interrupted and they are fired upon. If they are 
not hit the target character can finish their turn once the attack is resolved.

Covering Fire
The character fires their weapon in a 45° arc at the weapon’s maximum 

ROF. All targets within this area must make a Saving Throw or are forced 
to seek cover on their next turn. -4 to hit.

Firearm Stats
Type Value Range DMG ROF  Clip 

Shotguns
Qualities: Spread; Supression

Pump Action 50 SP 30’ 3d6+2 2   8
Sawed-Off 40 SP 15’ 3d6+6 2  2

Rifles
Quality: Accurate

Lever Action 60 SP 75’ 1d10+2 2 10 
Bolt Action 75 SP 150’ 1d12+2 1 5 
Semi-Auto 100 SP 100’ 1d10 3 30
Full-Auto 115 SP 75’ 1d10 5 30



Pistols
Qualities: Reliable (Rev. only); Quick Reload (Semis only) 

Revolver 70 SP 20’ 1d10+3 1 6
H. Semi-Auto 90 SP 15’ 1d10+1 3 9
L. Semi-Auto 80 SP 20’ 1d8+1 3 15

LMG
Qualities: Bracing; Slow Reload; Suppression
Heavy SAW 200 SP 250’ 3d8+4 5 100

SMGs
Qualities: Quick Reload; Suppression

Light 140 SP 40’ 1d6+3 5 20
Heavy 160 SP 30’ 1d8+3 5 20

Weapon Qualities
Accurate: +2 Base Hit Modifier.
Bleeding: Target takes 1d2 DMG per round until a suc-

cessful healing check.
Burning: Target takes 1d6 DMG per round (at a max-

imum of three rounds) until flames are put out with a suc-
cessful saving throw.

Bracing: -2 to hit unless half action to brace or using a 
bipod is taken.

Quick Reload: Half Round to reload
Reliable: Critical Failure does not cause a roll on the 

Firearm Fumble Table.
Slow Reload: 2 Full Rounds to reload.
Spread: +4 to hit within 15ft. +2 to hit within Range. 

Additional -1 to hit at Range x2. Additional -2 to Hit at 
Range x3.

Suppression: Saving Throw or seek cover immediate-
ly at full ROF. Willpower Check to leave cover while still 
targeted.



Combat
Surprise Rounds

In some situations characters may get the drop on others and attack 
swiftly before they have time to react. Before giving each character a free 
chance to attack, have each character roll a Saving Throw. Success gives a 
character the ability to roll initiative before suffering an attempted attack. 

Initiative
Initiative is rolled with a 1d6+Finesse Modifier by each character pres-

ent for the initiative turn order, with the highest number going first. In the 
event of a tie, another roll can determine who goes first.

Optionally, some groups may decide to roll initiative after each round, 
roll 1 die for all NPCs, or use another die for different chance ratios.

Cover
Cover has both an Armor Class and total Health Points. Each suc-

cessful hit will eventually break down the cover and render it void. Armor 
Class simulates durability. Health Points are divvied out by thickness.

Characters whose bodies are at least 1/2 way hidden behind cover gain 
+1 AC. Characters whose bodies are at least 3/4 of the way behind cover 
gain +2 AC.

Concrete 7AC 20HP per 1’
Lumber 5AC 5HP per 6”
Metal 10AC 15HP per 1”
Stone 15AC 20HP per 1’

Combat Actions
Below are the possible actions a character can make during combat 

scenarios. Listed is the type of action it is and the description.

Aim
Half-Aim: If a character attempting a ranged attack does not move 

during their turn, they may take a half-aim granting a +2 to Hit.
Full Aim: A character taking a Full-Aim spends 1 full round aiming at 

their target gainingg +4 to Hit so long as the target stays within their field 
of vision during said round.



Attack
The character makes a standard attack with either a melee or ranged 

weapon. Melee attacks add the Power Modifier, while Ranged attacks add 
the Finesse Modifier.

Blind Fire
A character fires their weapon from behind cover without looking 

down range. The attack has a -6 to Hit and gains the Suppressive quality 
even upon a failure. 

Charge
The character rushes their opponent in melee. Charging characters gain 

a +2 to hit with melee weapons, but must charge at least 10’ and no more 
than their base movement rate. 

Defensive Stance
A character that takes a Defensive Stance gains +3 AC, but suffers a -3 

to Hit on the following turn. Characters within this stance may only move 
at half of their base movement rate.

Dodge or Parry
Once per round a character may roll a Saving Throw to Dodge or Parry 

a single melee attack. A successful parry grants a counter-attack.

Firing Into Melee
If a character fires into melee and fails their roll, they have 50% of hit-

ting the other character. Pick any die and have them choose odds or evens 
before rolling.

Grapple and Unarmed Attack
Grapples and unarmed attacks may only be made within melee. All 

moves to disarm, choke, submit, or hold another character are considered 
grappling and are rolled using opposed Power rolls. Up to 4 attackers may 
roll to grapple an opponent at anytime, who suffers a -1 to their modifier 
per additional attacker.



Readied Action
A player may decide to hold their turn only when they have stated their 

intended action beforehand. Unless events dictate otherwise, the character 
must follow through with their action on their next turn.

Run
Character moves a distance equal to their Movement Rate x2. When 

this action is taken, the character forfeits their ability to perform another 
action until their next turn.

Readied Fire
The character prepares to fire within a 45° arc. When another character 

enters this area, their turn is interrupted and they are fired upon. If they are 
capable the target character can finish their turn once the attack is resolved. 
Characters holding a Readied Fire can not move without breaking the 
action. 

Stealth Attack
If a character has remained hidden throughout combat, they may make 

a Stealth Attack by rolling a Finesse Check with the target being greater 
than the opponent’s Willpower Score. 

If attacking with a Garrot Wire, the two characters make opposed 
Power Checks until the attacker loses, for a number of rounds equal to the 
defending character’s Power Modifier with a minimum of 1. The character 
with the lowest roll loses. If the attacker fails this roll, they are thrown to 
the ground or otherwise disabled. If the attacker is successful, the attacked 
character will die of asphyxiation. 

Optionally, another Stealth Check may be made by the attacker to 
silently kill their opponent and remain hidden.

Covering Fire
The character fires their weapon in a 45° arc at the weapon’s maximum 

ROF. All targets within this area must make a Saving Throw or are forced 
to seek cover on their next turn. -4 to Hit.

Use Item
A character may pick up or use an item during their turn. 



Loki’s progeny will devour the great orbs in the sky 

Autumn 2019


